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Weary Hijack Victims Return

MIAMI (AP) - The released passengers and crew members of a hijacked jetliner denuktually to the United States from Cuba Formally
Friday, a day after the airliner had been hijacked and diverted to Saigon In Vietnam.

Four passengers were aboard the hijacked, missing jetliner. All except for one were described as refugees from Vietnam. The fourth was a South Vietnamese official escort in the event an evacuation was ordered. "To avoid creating unnecessary alarm among the passengers, we did not want to tell them anything other than what had actually happened," said one official.

Seized, the passengers were flown from Cuba to Saigon, where they were welcomed by U.S. officials.

Nixon Aide Takes Aim At Press

Official sources said late Friday night in Washington that President Nixon's top aide had been ordered to first-day Washington Post's teen-age daughter.

The sources said at least one other executive aide was also involved.

"The President has told him not to do anything to upset the public, but to do his best to get the public's attention," said one official.

The sources said that the White House office was considering the possibility of releasing a statement to the press, but that it was unlikely to be issued until after the weekend.

The White House official said that the President had been informed of the situation, but that he had not been consulted on the matter.
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WE REMEDY SICK MOBILE HOMES

Fred is going slower today.

Every year thousands of folks take this final drive. Because the drive is fast, they have many accidents while driving into Heat Wave. Many a family lost money when the engines of their old cars stop. We are all on the Target Time In Oklahoma and have been for many years. When it comes to constantly improving, the mobile home dealers are still far ahead of the pack. Because we sell new cars, we're especially concerned about safe driving. We want you to see your car safely. But we can't compete for longer, and if you have a problem please call us.
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Billy Graham

Car owner, Bill Harvey, has paid over 15 years.
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Stop Right Here!

FOR THE BEST BEDROOM BUY OF THE YEAR!

If you've been looking around town for a beautiful bedroom suite, you'll recognize this value for what it is—FANTASTIC!

Here's a bedroom suite we advertised on March 18th, 1972, for $399. Now, we're closing the suite out during our Anniversary Sale and you can save $100 on the price that was advertised only eight months ago. Fantasitic!

**5-PC SPANISH BEDROOM**

$299

The 5-PC SPANISH BEDROOM, a look of today blended with the glory of the past. See the handsome pieces of dark walnut, deeply carved, expertly carved, and elegantly highlighted with recessed oval glass panels. Each piece features fine craftsmanship, beautifully designed and meticulously crafted. The set includes a king-size bed with a wooden headboard, a dresser with a mirror, a chest of drawers, and two nightstands. The sale price is only $299!

Save Your Cash!

**EVANS - furniture revolution**

8400 South Western - 500 West Main

223-2467 • OPEN DAILY 10 TO 7 • SUNDAY 11 TO 7 • CONVENIENT Parking

---

**Vikes, Steelers Win**

**Mike Slemko**

Blocked Kick Beats Lions

**Douglas D. Brown**

Green Bay Deals Bears 23-17 Loss

**Gerry Spahn**

Miami Romps, 52-0

---

**Pokes' Performance Near Perfect**

**TOM DIRATO**

The two most important areas were the passing game and the running game, and the Pokes hit on both of those. The passing game was helped by the hard work of Bob Zmak, who had a great day as a receiver. He caught three passes for 70 yards. The running game was led by Mike Johnson, who had 15 carries for 128 yards and a touchdown. The defense also played well, holding the Bears to just 17 points. Overall, a great performance by the Pokes.
DALLAS DUMPS CARDS

Brown Fuels Skins Past Giants, 27-13

Dempsey Kicks Six Field Goals

Hornets Coming There's That Buzz Again

JETS STAGGER BUFFALO, 41-3

Oakland Nips Cincy, 20-14

Husker Defense Finally Has Bad Day

Pirates End Season On Happy Note, At Last

Baker Wins Texas 500

Bulldogs Stand In Broncos' Way

PRO GRID STANDINGS

Irish Coach Bags Officials

Current Hunting

Playoff Slate

astro3

better living products

Firestone Winter Tires

Charge It!
Gamblers Better Off Without Bets

By CHARLES STONE

"These guys are strangers, and we can't beat the patience game."" - A veteran gambler

WASHINGTON - It looks like the Sunday crowds are going to be sparse at the ...}

The gambler had his patience tested early in the day. It was just a few hours into the afternoon, and it was a toss at the end of the hospital yard that left him with the eerie feeling of deja vu. As he turned to walk towards the exits, he couldn't help but notice the familiar faces and the sounds that filled the hallways. It was time to let the games begin.

The usual crowd was bustling, eager to test their luck against the house. The slot machines buzzed and hummed, their lights flashing in a dazzling array of colors. The scent of sweat and excitement filled the air, a mixture of anticipation and tension.

As the gambler approached the table, he couldn't help but feel a sense of déjà vu. It was like walking into a world he had seen before, one that was both familiar and foreign. He took a seat at the table,定了心神, and began to play.

The dealer dealt the cards, each one a blank slate, waiting to be filled with destiny. The gambler's hands moved quickly, his mind focused on the game at hand. He knew the odds, knew the rules, but also knew that each hand was a new opportunity, a chance to win.

As the hours ticked by, the gambler's confidence grew. He had seen this game before, and he knew exactly how to play. He knew when to hit, when to stand, and when to fold. With each card dealt, he made his move, calculating his odds and weighing the potential outcomes.

But as the night wore on, the gambler began to feel the weight of the losses. The table was emptying, the players were fading, and the house was starting to close in on him. He knew he had to leave, to walk away from the table and the game that had become a shadow of itself.

In the end, the gambler emerged from the casino, his pockets empty and his mind in turmoil. He had lost, but he had also learned. He knew that he would never return, that the game was too taxing on his spirit and his wallet. And so, as the sun rose over the city, he walked away, determined to never again fall into the trap of the casino's false promises.